
Virtual Masterclasses
GP Strategies offers a suite of optional virtual 
masterclass workshops in the areas of business and 
management, to complement apprenticeship delivery, 
and support and enhance existing learning. 

We will consult with each of our employers individually 
to discuss a schedule of masterclasses that best suit 
the needs of your organisation and employees. 

Delivered by experts

Delivered by professionals in their specific field, the 
workshops provide expert insight, share knowledge 
and best practice. 

Virtual delivery

Available in both face to face and virtual format using 
WebEx, the sessions explore different topics in detail 
and challenge learners to apply learning to their 
workplace setting.

Structure and format

Virtual masterclasses mirror our ‘in-class’ workshop 
format to optimise interaction and dialogue. Delivery 
is split into two x 2-hour sessions, with a part one 
session in the morning and part two in the afternoon. 
This makes the learning more accessible and 
maximises focus and knowledge retention during  
the session. 

Class sizes are capped at 12 delegates to optimise  
the quality of experience received. 

Masterclass topics 

•  Personal impact and management of self 
•  Leading and managing people 
•  Performance management 
•  Project management  
•  Finance 
•  Change management
•  Presentation skills  
•  Time management and prioritising  
•  Communication 
•  Managing and delegating*  
•  Resilience and how to bounce back* 
•  Assertiveness and self-confidence*
•  Handling difficult behaviours*
•  Dealing with difficult conversations* 
* Half-day session

Technology platforms 

The live webinars are conducted via WebEx  
which is freely accessible without software  
installation or license costs. We implement  
specific security processes to ensure the  
attendance is carefully controlled. 
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